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Solution to the Christmas 'M RCPsych Part III examination'

competition and Christmas crossword
(Psychiatric Bulletin, 16, 812-814). Compiled by
Dr Matthew Jelley, Royal United Hospital, Bath,
and Dr John H. Owen, Cossham Hospital, Bristol.

Answers
laT
bT
cF
dT
eT

2aF
bT
cF
dF
eT

3a T 1967Disipa!b T 1980 "a habit worth cultivating" Priadel
cT1963Melleril
dT1982Norval
e T 1975Ludiomil

4a T the title of his second film
b F but William Sargant was
c T he received ECT
dF
e T he first used it

5a F cocaine
bT
c F Mescaline
d F Heroin
e F Opium6a F "Psycho"
b T actor in "Silence of the Lambs"
c T creatord T actor in "Manhunter"
eF

7aT
bF
cT
dT
eF

8aT
b T he attempts to cure his horse phobia
cF
dT
eF

9aT
bF
cT
dF
eF

10a F Smollett
b T Acts 26, v 24
c F Cowper

d F Kiplinge T in "Jokes and their relation to the
unconscious"

1la T in the urine of people with schizophrenia
bF
c T in ICD-8
d T see Lectures in the History of Psychiatry

Gaskell
e F witchcraft

12aT Grandson
b T Great granddaughter
c T Grandson
dTSon
e T Wife

13aT
bT
cF
dT
eF

14a F fear of the night
b F fear of new things
c F fear of lightning
dT
e T see Bill Bryson Mother Tongue, p. 60

15aF
b T Section 134
c F Section 134(but those in special hospitals may)
d T Section 122
eT

16aF
bF
cF
dFe T in "Thunderbirds"

17aF
bFc T the title of a single by "Nirvana"
dF
eF

18aF
bT
cF
dF
eT

19aF
bF
cT
dF
eF

20 e
a
b
c
d
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Solution to Christmas competition and crossword 255

Congratulations to Andrew Charters of Manchesterwho was the 'MRC Psych Part III examination' win
ner and to Mary Woods of Newcastle-under-Lyme
who was the crossword winner.

'Landlady's daughter" competition

The winner of the "Landlady's daughter" competition
was Dr Neil Conacher, from Ontario. His suggestion
for completing the sentence "A significant fact about
our personality is that..." was as follows:

"... notwithstanding a degree of understandable
confusion about the relation of the perceiving-self or
ego to other hypothetical constructs within the overall personality, to which the label 'Other' could also
apply, we yet remain, if only intuitively, aware of a
fundamental qualitative difference between what
might be designated the Other-Inside and the Other-

Outside, by which, even in the absence of mature self-
other constructs essential to the generation of an
empathie relatedness, an epistomological distinction
may be constructed between what one sees as oneself,
considered as a whole, and what could be defined assomebody else."

The original that Asher quoted read "... there is a
subject-object relationship subsisting between the
personality and other existing entities which givesthe perceived objects their 'otherness' with regard to
the observer."
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